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BE DIFFERENT!

Why bother with accessories, you might ask. Just throw everything you can think of at the design board and you’ve 

got the perfect automobile. 

Well, one reason for options and accessories is that your definition of perfection is more likely to differ from ours 

than it is to coincide with it. Another is that cars reflect people’s individual style, taste and character. We’re all 

different and we like to be seen to be different. 

So, what we at Mitsubishi Motors have done, is build a Lancer that’s packed with the latest in automotive 

technology, that meets and exceeds the demands of modern and everyday motoring, but that leaves the definition 

of perfection up to you. The wide range of options and accessories in this brochure will enable you to tailor your 

new Lancer to suit your needs in every respect. 
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PROMINENT PRESENCE

The Lancer’s presence is prominent on city streets and the open road alike. Its powerful bodylines and robust curves 

have turned heads from London to Tokio. For the finishing touch, Mitsubishi designers have come up with a compre-

hensive range of options and extras to enhance your Lancer’s good looks to taste. They’ve all been fashioned spe-

cifically for the Lancer, ensuring a perfect finish and the ultimate in safety.

EXTERIOR
STYLING
Lancer shown with front airdam corners, black upper 

grille, black front bumper styling foil, alloy brushed fog 

lamp rings, side airdam with black foil, carbon mirror 

covers, b-pillar decoration foil, fuel lid, large sporty 

rear spoiler, rear airdam corners and 19” alloy wheels.
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^ Chromed lower grille
Chromed surrounding for installation in lower grille area. 

MZ380470EX

Front airdam corners
Available in all body colours. 

Please see the quick reference list for details.

^ Upper grille
Black mesh with matt black surrounding.

7450A095

Front bumper styling foil
Matt black foil behind license plate.

MZ314054

Front airdam
Supplied in grey colour. 

Can be painted in body colour. 

MZ380452EX

EXTERIOR
STYLING

Fog lamp rings ≥
Alloy brushed look.

MZ314061

 Mirror covers
Alloy brushed look.

Adhesive.

MZ314060

≤

 Mirror covers
Chromed.

To replace the original 

mirror covers.

MZ569719EX

≤

Mirror covers ≥
Carbon look.

Adhesive. 

MZ314059
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Rear spoiler ≥
Sporty type.

Available in all body colours.

Please see the quick reference list for details.

Rear spoiler ≥
Large, sporty type.

Available in all body colours. 

Please see the quick reference list for details.

≤ Rear spoiler
Large, sporty type.

Available in all body colours. 

Please see the quick reference list for details.

Rear spoiler foil
Matt black, for large, sporty type spoiler.

MZ314053

≤ Exhaust finisher 
Stainless steel.

For 1.5L models            MZ314027

For 1.8 & 2.0L models   MZ314028

For 2.0 DI-D models      MZ314052

^ Lancer shown with 

sporty rear spoiler, rear 

parking assistance, rear 

airdam, exhaust finisher, 

side airdam with black 

foil, B- pillar decoration 

foil and 16” alloy wheels.

≤ Rear airdam
Primered, to be painted in 

body colour.

Can be combined with 

towbar.

MZ314035

Rear spoiler
Large, sporty type.

See page 30 for details.

Exhaust finisher
MZ314052

EXTERIOR
STYLING

Rear airdam corners ≥
Supplied in grey colour. 

Can be painted in body colour. 

MZ380453EX
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EXTERIOR
STYLING

^ Lockable wheel nuts
MZ313736 (4 pcs)

Wheel nut (no ill.)
MR455707 (1 pce)

Note: the 17” and 19” 

alloy wheels may not be 

available in all countries. 

Please check with your 

dealer.

^ Alloy wheel 16” 
5 spoke, excl. wheel nuts.

Recommended tyre size 

205/60R16

MZ314004

^ Alloy wheel 16”
5 spoke, excl. wheel nuts.

Recommended tyre size 

205/60R16.

MZ556485EX

^ Alloy wheel 17”
7 double spoke, excl. 

wheel nuts. 

Recommended tyre size 

215/50R17.

MME31778

Tailgate garnish ≥
Chromed.

MZ314104

Alloy brushed look (no ill.).

MZ314058

^ Lancer shown with 

elegant rear spoiler, 

alloy brushed tailgate 

garnish, rear parking 

assistance, rear 

airdam, exhaust finisher, 

side airdam with silver 

foil, chromed door handle 

covers and 16” alloy 

wheels.

Rear spoiler ≥
Elegant type.

Available in all body colours. 

Please see the quick reference list for details.

^ Alloy wheel 18” 
10 spoke, excl. wheel nuts.

Recommended tyre size 

215/45R18.

MZ556486EX

^ Alloy wheel 19”
Edgy 5 spoke. Grey coloured 

with diamond cut and matt 

lacquered front surface. 

Excl. wheel nuts. 

Recommended tyre size 

225/35R19.

MME31664
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Door handle covers ≥
Adhesive. Chromed.

For vehicles with Keyless Operation System (KOS).

MZ576227EX

For vehicles without Keyless Operation System (KOS).

MZ576228EX

^ Front airdam corners
See page 30 for details.

^ Rear spoiler
Sporty type.

See page 30 for details.

Rear airdam 
MZ314035

Exhaust finisher
MZ314052

B-pillar decoration ≥ 
foil

Carbon look with silver 

model name.

MZ314057

Door handle covers 
MZ576227EX

Mirror covers
Chromed.

MZ569719EX

≤ Fuel lid 
Brushed alloy with model 

name and hexagon bolts. 

Replaces original lid.

MZ314041

B-pillar decoration 
foil
MZ314057

Mirror covers
Carbon look.

MZ314059

EXTERIOR
STYLING

Side airdam
Available in all body 

colours. 

Please see the quick 

reference list for details.

Side airdam foil
Matt black.

MZ314055

Front airdam corners
See page 30 for details.

Fog lamp rings
MZ314061

Side airdam
Available in all body 

colours. 

Please see the quick 

reference list for details.

Side airdam foil 
Silver.

MZ314056

Rear spoiler
Elegant type.

See page 30 for details. 

Rear airdam
MZ314035
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THE SERIOUS BUSINESS OF INTERIOR DESIGN

The inside of the Mitsubishi Lancer leaves very little to be 

desired: a specious cabin, elegant, minimalist styling, knobs 

and dials where you’d expect them to be, and, of course, 

an overall atmosphere of calm and relaxation. All the finer 

points of detail are a personal thing, so we’ve left them up 

to you.  Do you like carbon? Or perhaps a beautiful alloy and 

leather shift knob? Take a look at the accessories we have to 

offer and let the interior decorator in you out. 

INTERIOR 
STYLING^ Entry guards “Evotec”

Front set.

Carbon look.

MZ314071

^ Entry guards
Front and rear set.

Stainless steel.

MZ380402EX

Interior decoration ≥ 
panels

Carbon look.

At gearshift console, m/t.

MZ314066

At gearshift console, a/t.

MZ314068

At heater panel console.

MZ314070

Sports pedal kit
Brushed aluminium. 

No drilling necessary.

For m/t, LHD (set of 3 pcs).

MZ313904

For a/t, LHD (set of 2 pcs).

MZ313905

Tuner/6 CD changer
MP3 compatible.

MZ313879

Tuner/CD player
MP3 compatible.

For vehicles without 

factory audio.

MZ313882

Mute kit audio
MME31650

Aux-cable for audio
Incl. noise filter.

To connect your iPod,

MP3 player etc.

MZ360136EX

≤ Interior decoration 
panels
Silver colour.

At gearshift console, m/t.

MZ314065

At gearshift console, a/t.

MZ314067

At heater panel console.

MZ314069

Gearshift knob
Alloy in combination with 

leather.

For 5 m/t models.

MZ314062

For 6 m/t models.

MZ314063

Handbrake lever
Alloy with leather cover.

MZ314064
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≤ Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS) 

   system

® database (24 GB for 

   navigation)

   graph), average fuel consumption (and graph), instant fuel 

   consumption, driving time, distance to empty, distance 

   driven after refueling, lap time, altimeter, barometer, 

   outside temperature (also in graphs), airco display 

   time running lights, wiper blades, indicators, dome light
® unit is 

   installed)

   Rockford Fosgate

MZ313899

Installation kit for MMCS
Includes new dashboard panel and CAN-adapter.

MZ360181EX

The owner manual is available in many languages.

Please ask your dealer.

Mute kit MMCS
MME31651

AUX-cable for MMCS
Incl. noise filter.

To connect your iPod, MP3 player etc.

MZ360224EX

Full map Navigation menu 

Detailed turn / map screen Turn list / map screen

DVD video Trip

Environment Mobile phone (in case factory 

Bluetooth kit installed)

IN-CAR
ENTERTAINMENT

Multi media console ≥
For mobile phone cradles, 

iPod, MP3 player etc.

Mounting at centre tunnel.

MZ314148 (LHD only)

AN ENJOYABLE, CAREFREE DRIVE

The Mitsubishi Lancer offers superb handling and control. 

Only to be expected, really, from a vehicle with rally-racing 

pedigree that’s been tamed for the open road. It’s fun to 

drive and we’re confident that you’ll take it out for a spin 

going places and you’ll want to get there via the quickest 

possible route. The fully integrated, state-of-the-art 30GB 

hard disk navigation and audio system will ensure that you 

Arrow / map screen Points of Interest 

along the route

TMC message Music server
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A LUXURY SPORTS SEDAN

The Mitsubishi Lancer is a luxury sports sedan and as such, you expect it to meet the highest standards of comfort and 

ergonomics and reflect the latest in automotive fashion and trends. And it does. Versatile seating arrangements, clever 

storage and the use of the finest materials is testimony to that. Whether your purpose is business or pleasure, the Lancer 

fact, Mitsubishi Motors have developed several practical extras so that you can tailor your comfort to your individual taste, 

style and needs.  Floor mats, sunblinds, a lighter – they are as simple as they are effective. They’ve all been 

tailor-made for the Lancer and meet the highest standards of quality. 

Sun blind set ≥
Foldable. 

For rear passenger windows.

MZ360273EX

≤ Side window deflectors
Front doors only.

MZ380385EX

≤ Rubber mat set
Front and rear set.

MZ314012 LHD

≤ Textile mat sets
Front and rear set.

Classic

MZ314025 LHD         

MZ314072 RHD, m/t

MZ314073 RHD, a/t  

Comfort

MZ314026 LHD         

MZ314074 RHD, m/t

MZ314075 RHD, a/t  

COMFORT

Cigarrette lighter ≥
Replaces the standard 

vehicle socket.

MZ360118EX

Lancer shown with front 

airdam corners, black upper 

grille, black front bumper 

styling foil, alloy brushed 

fog lamp rings, side airdam 

with black foil, carbon 

mirror covers, b-pillar 

decoration foil, large sporty 

rear spoiler and 

18” alloy wheels.
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WINNING SAFETY & PROTECTION

Mitsubishi Motors builds winners. And to win, as they say in the trade, you need first to finish. Now there are many 

ingredients that go into finishing first: speed, reliability and yes, the driving prowess of the wo/man behind the wheel. 

each Mitsubishi automobile has safety at the top of its list of design specifications. Depending on your needs, you may 

like to consider some of the extra safety accessories we’ve developed. Like a range of child safety seats for your younger 

passengers, rear-parking assistance, or an alarm system. Maximum safety and protection all round, that’s what building a 

winner is all about. 

SAFETY & 
PROTECTION
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≤ Anti-theft alarm system
Includes ultrasonic sensors, sirene, hood switch, dedicated 

wiring harness, plug & play. 

Operation via original keyless entry system, KOS (Keyless 

Operation System) compatible.

MME31647  

Bumper corner ≥
protectors

Front set. 

MZ312642

Rear set. 

MZ312643

 Rear parking assistance ≥
Assists reversing with audible distance indication.

Primered condition, can be painted in body colour 

with genuine spray cans (available at your dealer).

Set of 4 rear sensors.

MZ314042

Rear bumper protection foil
MZ314076

≤ Child safety seat ≥
For children between 3 

and 12 years of age.

“Kid” (no isofix)

MZ312808A

≤ Safety kit 
Includes first aid kit and warning triangle.

MZ312959

First aid kit (no ill.)

MZ312958

Warning triangle (no ill.)

MZ312957

SAFETY & 
PROTECTION

≤ Child safety seat 
For children between

8 months and 4 years old.

“Duo Plus” (isofix)
MZ313045A

“Lord” (no isofix)

MZ312745A (no ill.)

Fog lamp kit ≥
MZ380410EX

Mudguards ≥
Front set, for vehicles 

without side airdam.

MZ380400EX

Front set, for vehicles with 

side airdam. 

MZ314116

Rear set, for vehicles 

without rear airdam.

MZ380401EX

   Isofix detail

Child safety seat ≥
For babies up to 15 months 

or 13 kgs.

“Baby-Safe Plus” 
(isofix)

MZ313589

“Baby-Safe” 
(no isofix)

MZ312807A (no ill.)

ALARM SYSTEM

≤
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TRANSPORT & 
LEISURE

≤ Trunk tray
Flexible shell with cutting lines for subwoofer and 4WD.

MZ314011

THE ULTIMATE IN FREEDOM AND PRACTICALITY

The Lancer has been designed to get the very maximum out of it in practical, everyday use. Looks, performance, endurance 

– the car is top of its class. Yet everyone has hobbies and habits that lead them to the most diverse places. And often with 

plenty of extra luggage to take along. It’s good to know then that the Lancer offers the ultimate in freedom and 

practicality. A roof carrier, for instance, with many different carrier attachments, and a towbar for the really heavy loads. 

Make the most of the Lancer’s versatility and make the Lancer’s versatility yours. 

Lancer shown with rear airdam, exhaust finisher, rear 

parking assistance, large, sporty spoiler, roof carrier, 

surfboard carrier, b-pillar decoration, side airdam with 

black foil and 18” alloy wheels.
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^ Roof carrier 
With integrated lock for roof moulding applications.

Aluminium. 

MZ314098

Bike carrier
With integrated lock.

Aluminium. 

MZ313538

≤ Towbar ≥
Detachable type.

MZ314010

≤ Roof carrier 
Detail shot.

TRANSPORT & LEISURE

The roof carrier attachments shown are only a selection. 

For more accessories and partnumbers, 

please see the quick reference list.

Note: the black roof carrier shown is not available for 

Lancer. Pictures are for illustration purposes only.

≤ 7- or 13-pin towbar 

wiring kits are available.

Please see the quick 

reference list for details.
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MERCHANDISE
GOODS & 

IDEAL GIFTS

≤ Business card
holder

MME50237

≤ Set of fountain pen 
and ballpoint

   ballpoint in silver

MME50232

Business folder ≥

35 x 27 x 3.5 cm

MME50002

≤ Lancer

  model

  Amethyst Black (X42) 

  MME50145

  Cool Silver (A31) 

  MME50144

  Orient Red (P26) 

  MME50146

^ Sports chronograph

   high grade steel crown

MME50267

Canvas shoulder bag ≥

  39 x 31 x 12 cm

MME50269

Travel bag 
(sportsbag) 

57 x 33 x 30 cm

MME50235

≤ Travel trolley ^ 

fastening strap, side pocket for tickets

MME50234

Sun-glasses ≥

For men MME50325

For women MME50326

Wallet, for men ≥

MME50228

Wallet, for women ≥

MME50229

Zippo lighter ≥

  single surface etching

  3.5 x 5.5 x 1 cm

MME50007

Woven tie ≥

MME50223

≤
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QUICK
REFERENCE

LIST

 Alloy wheels:

- 16”, 5 spoke MZ556485EX

- 16”, 5 spoke MZ314004

- 17”, 7 spoke MME31778

- 18”, 10 spoke MZ556486EX

- 19”, 5 spoke MME31664

Wheel nut (1 pce) MR455707

Lockable wheel nuts (4 pcs) MZ313736

Interior styling Page 14-15 

Interior decoration panels, carbon look:

- at gearshift console, m/t MZ314066

- at gearshift console, a/t MZ314068

- at heater panel console MZ314070

Interior decoration panels, silver:

- at gearshift console, m/t MZ314065

- at gearshift console, a/t MZ314067

- at heater panel console MZ314069

Sports pedal kit, for m/t, LHD (set of 3 pcs) MZ313904

Sports pedal kit, for a/t, LHD (set of 2 pcs) MZ313905

Gearshift knob, for 5 m/t models MZ314062

Gearshift knob, for 6 m/t models MZ314063

Handbrake lever MZ314064

Entry guards “Evotec” MZ314071

Entry guards, stainless steel MZ380402EX

In-car entertainment Page 16-17

Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS) MZ313899

Installation kit for MMCS MZ360181EX

Mute kit MMCS MME31651

MZ360224EX

Tuner/6 CD changer MZ313879

Tuner/CD player  MZ313882

Mute kit audio MME31650

MZ360136EX

Multi media console, LHD only MZ314148

Comfort Page 18-19

Side window deflectors MZ380385EX

Sun blind set MZ360273EX

Cigarrette lighter MZ360118EX

Rubber mat set, LHD MZ314012

Textile mat sets:

- Classic, LHD MZ314025        

- Classic, RHD, m/t MZ314072

- Classic, RHD, a/t  MZ314073

- Comfort, LHD MZ314026

- Comfort, RHD, m/t MZ314074

- Comfort, RHD, a/t MZ314075

Safety & protection Page 20-23

Mudguards:

- front set, for vehicles without side airdam MZ380400EX

- front set, for vehicles with side airdam MZ314116

- rear set, for vehicles without rear airdam MZ380401EX

Bumper corner protectors, front set MZ312642

Bumper corner protectors, rear set MZ312643

Fog lamp kit MZ380410EX

Anti-theft alarm system MME31647  

Rear parking assistance, set of 4 rear sensors MZ314042

Rear bumper protection foil MZ314076

Safety kit MZ312959

First aid kit (no ill.) MZ312958

Warning triangle (no ill.) MZ312957

Child safety seats:

- “Baby-Safe Plus” (isofix), < 15 months  MZ313589

- “Baby-Safe”, < 15 months (no ill.) MZ312807A

- “Duo Plus” (isofix), 8 months - 4 years MZ313045A

- “Lord”, 8 months - 4 years (no ill.) MZ312745A

- “Kid”, 3 - 12 years MZ312808A

Transport & leisure Page 24-27

Trunk tray MZ314011

Roof carrier, aluminium, for roof moulding applications MZ314098

Carrier accessories:

- bike carrier, aluminium MZ313538

- bike carrier, black-coated steel MZ314156

- adapter for ski/snowboard carrier (MZ311974) MZ313062

- ski/snowboard carrier MZ311974

- kayak/surfboard carrier MZ313537

- adapter for luggage carrier (MZ535826) MZ313061

- luggage carrier, aluminium, 79 x 128 cm MZ313529

- luggage carrier, black-coated steel, 75 x 100 cm MZ535826

- tie-down strap (1 pce) MZ311382

- roof carrier protection set MME50500

Towbar, detachable type MZ314010

Towbar wiring (no ill.):

- 7 pin MME31645

- 13 pin MZ314077

- supplementary wiring kit, for vehicles without Automatic 

   Stability Control MZ314078

- 7 pin, 12S dedicated wiring harness, to extend 7 pin kit, RHD MZ314079

- adapter socket from 13 pin to 7 pin MZ312649

Touch-up paint (no ill.)   Please ask your dealer

Exterior styling Page 4-13

7450A095

Front bumper styling foil  MZ314054

Front airdam MZ380452EX

Chromed lower grille MZ380470EX

Front airdam corners:

- Cool Silver (A31) MZ575780EX

- Amethyst Black (X42) MZ575781EX

- Stone Grey (A39)  MZ575782EX

- Orient Red (P26) MZ575783EX

- Dune Beige (S18) MZ575784EX

- Thunder Blue (T65)  MZ575785EX

- Glacier Silver (A86)  MZ575786EX

- Frost White (W37) MZ380406EX

Fog lamp rings MZ314061

Mirror covers:

- carbon look MZ314059

- alloy brushed look MZ314060

- chromed MZ569719EX

Rear airdam MZ314035

Rear airdam corners MZ380453EX

Rear spoiler: 

- large, sporty type:

  - Cool Silver (A31)  MZ574560EX

  - Amethyst Black (X42) MZ574561EX

  - Stone Grey (A39) MZ574562EX

  - Orient Red (P26) MZ574563EX

  - Dune Beige (S18) MZ574564EX

  - Thunder Blue (T65) MZ574565EX

  - Glacier Silver (A86) MZ574566EX

  - Frost White (W37) MZ380408EX

- sporty type 

  - paintable  MR936196

  - Cool Silver (A31) M936196A31

  - Amethyst Black (X42) M936196X42

  - Stone Grey (A39) M936196A39

  - Orient Red (P26) M936196P26

  - Dune Beige (S18) M936196S18

  - Thunder Blue (T65) M936196T65

  - Glacier Silver (A86) M936196A86

  - Frost White (W37) M936196W37

- elegant type:

  - Cool Silver (A31) MZ574585EX

  - Amethyst Black (X42) MZ574586EX

  - Stone Grey (A39) MZ574587EX

  - Orient Red (P26) MZ574588EX

  - Dune Beige (S18) MZ574589EX

  - Thunder Blue (T65) MZ574590EX

  - Glacier Silver (A86) MZ574591EX

  - Frost White (W37)  MZ574593EX

Rear spoiler foil, for large sporty spoiler MZ314053

Exhaust finisher:

- for 1.5L models MZ314027

- for 1.8 & 2.0L models MZ314028

- for 2.0 DI-D models MZ314052

Tailgate garnish:

- chromed MZ314104

- alloy brushed look MZ314058

 Side airdam:

- Cool Silver (A31)  MZ569735EX

- Amethyst Black (X42) MZ569736EX

- Stone Grey (A39) MZ569737EX

- Orient Red (P26) MZ569738EX

- Dune Beige (S18) MZ569739EX

- Thunder Blue (T65) MZ569740EX

- Glacier Silver (A86) MZ569741EX

- Frost White (W37) MZ380407EX

Side airdam foil:

- matt black MZ314055

- silver MZ314056

Fuel lid          MZ314041

B-pillar decoration foil MZ314057

Door handle covers:

- for vehicles with KOS MZ576227EX

- for vehicles without KOS MZ576228EX
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